The Vice President (Research) and School of Graduate Studies have put in place a Banting Post-doctoral Research Grant (terms given below). Individuals who are successfully funded in the Tri-Agency Banting Post-doctoral Fellowship Competition 2019 will be eligible to receive this grant. No additional documentation is required for this internal opportunity.

The terms and conditions of this Research Grant will be:

- The term of the Research Grant will coincide with the term of the Tri-Agency Banting Post-Doctoral Fellowship Award
- To be eligible, the awardee will hold a post-doctoral appointment with Memorial University for the term of the Research Grant. Should the appointment be terminated early, the balance of funds will be returned to Memorial University
- The Research Grant will be held by the supervisor, to be administered on behalf of the awardee
- The Research Grant is not transferrable to another institution
- Eligible expenses will be as per the Tri-agency Financial Administration Guide except that the Research Grant funds will not be used as salary top-up for the awardee
- The value of the Research Grant will be $10,000 per annum to be paid out annually for a maximum of two years.